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Climate change poses undeniable impacts on hydroclimatic processes due to simultaneous
effects of rising temperature and changing precipitation patterns. To quantify these impacts,
simulations of climate variables are typically retrieved from climate models, which are then
downscaled and bias-adjusted for a particular study site.

The literature holds various methods for bias adjustment, ranging from simple univariate
methods that only adjust one variable at a time, to more advanced multivariate methods that
additionally consider the dependence between variables. There is, however, still no guidance
for choosing appropriate bias adjustment methods for a study at hand. In particular, the question
whether the benefits of potentially improved adjustments outweigh the cost of increased
complexity, remains unanswered.

This thesis primarily sought to provide an answer to this question by offering practical
guidelines for the application of uni- and multivariate bias-adjustment methods in hydrological
climate-change impact studies. To this end, the thesis includes a practice-oriented overview
of copulas, one of the most widely used multivariate methods in climate-change studies.
Furthermore, it presents an evaluation of two commonly used parsimonious univariate and two
advanced multivariate methods. The assessment focused on their ability to reproduce numerous
statistical properties of precipitation and temperature series, and on the cascading effects on
simulated hydrologic signatures. The thesis culminates in a practical application of one bias
adjustment method as part of a modeling chain to quantify future droughts.

The results elucidate that all bias adjustment methods generally improved the raw climate
model simulations, but not a single method consistently outperformed all other methods.
Univariate methods generally adjusted the simulations reasonably well, while multivariate
methods were favorable only for particular flow regimes. Thus, other practical aspects such as
computational time and theoretical requirements should also be taken into consideration when
choosing an appropriate bias adjustment method.
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Prelude 

Johann Sebastian Bach’s last work – Contrapunctus XIV – is an unfinished 
musical composition. For many years, scholars considered that this piece was 
left unfinished because of Bach’s deteriorating health in his final years and 
eventual death. However, researchers recently found evidence that Bach 
might have left this piece intentionally unfinished, as he thought that there was 
still room for improvement. Furthermore, he intended to stimulate efforts by 
future composers and musicologists to complete it.  Despite being left unfin-
ished, Bach’s Contrapunctus XIV is performed widely and is regarded as a 
genuine work of art, both for its musicology and its form. Numerous compos-
ers have tried to complete it, while others have preferred to analyze it in its 
unfinished form as a tool to understand the theory of music. 

Over the past few decades, the rise in greenhouse gas emissions has system-
atically disrupted the whole climate system as we know, leaving earth more 
prone to extreme events such as unprecedented floods or droughts. Weather 
patterns typical of some latitudes can appear at other latitudes, the meteoro-
logical durations of seasons can change, snow can pour as rain, and water 
quality and availability can reduce. With such drastic outcomes, not only hu-
man livelihood is at stake but also the delicate balance in ecosystem is threat-
ened. 

To understand how the climate system has evolved through time, and to con-
ceptualize and predict the impact of climate change in the future, climate mod-
els are being developed. These models are humanity’s scientific breakthrough 
and serve as the first resource, not only for mitigation and adaptation purposes, 
but also to inform the public and to raise awareness of climate change impact. 

With water being critical for socio-economic development, healthy ecosys-
tems and for human survival, how much is known of climate change impacts 
on the water cycle? What are the skills and biases of climate models in repre-
senting climate variables relevant for impact studies? How much of our efforts 
in reducing such biases have paid off? How far did we come and how much 
more complexity is required to extract a dependable, reliable and actionable 
representation of the climate system? 
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As scientist, it is our turn to answer these questions, to continuously re-assess 
existing and new models, expand our understanding of climate model skills 
and shortcomings, and to encourage future generations of hydroclimatologists 
to continue doing so and further improve upon. By contributing to a pathway 
to resilient and sustainable societies, humanity may have an even better grasp 
of earth’s past and future climates and leave it better than it used to be. 
 
Like Bach’s Contrapunctus XIV, climate models are an unfinished piece of 
work. Yet, they should be considered as a breakthrough in science and a gen-
uine piece of art. They are adopted by numerous researchers in different fields 
of science to project future climates and their impacts. Climate scientists (like 
musicologists) are also trying to put pieces of their knowledge together, to 
complete this harmonious piece of art. This process contributes to a better 
understanding of the climate system which will be left to future generations of 
scientists to further improve upon, so that we may have an even better grasp 
of earth’s past and future climates.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Climate change and hydrology 
Water touches every aspect of our lives. An area without access to freshwater 
is inhabitable since sufficient and high quality water is essential for survival 
and safety of not just humans, but also for all species that live on earth. There 
is now a growing consensus within both public and the scientific community 
that we are facing a change in global climate (Christy et al., 2005; IPCC, 2021; 
Knutti, 2019; Mitchell et al., 2006; Padrón et al., 2020; Solomon et al., 2009; 
Teutschbein et al., 2022; Thiery et al., 2021; Trenberth et al., 2018; Vorkauf 
et al., 2021). Such changes pose undeniable impacts on streamflow regimes 
and water availability (Carpenter et al., 1992),  due to simultaneous effects of 
rising temperatures and changing precipitation patterns (Villarini and Wasko, 
2021). Higher temperatures cause increasing atmospheric water demand, 
which, in turn, changes precipitation timing and amount, affecting snow sea-
son (Gergel et al., 2017), snowmelt (Hakala et al., 2018) and timing of conse-
quent streamflow (Clow, 2010). Concurrent shifts in precipitation and tem-
perature impact the availability and access to water (Clifton et al., 2018), while 
also influencing the timing and magnitude of extreme events, such as floods 
or droughts (Dankers et al., 2014; Dankers and Feyen, 2009; Villarini and 
Wasko, 2021). 

In Nordic countries, changes in hydroclimatic drivers (i.e., temperature and 
precipitation) of streamflow have already been observed through warming 
temperatures, resulting in shorter ice cover durations (Hallerbäck et al., 2021) 
and general wetting trends (Chen et al., 2021). Current future projections in-
dicate an intensification of climate change in the Northern Hemisphere by the 
end of the century (IPCC, 2021), which would inevitably influence various 
flow characteristics in Scandinavia (Teutschbein et al., 2015). Anticipated 
changes include  earlier onset but lower magnitude of spring-flood peak, and 
slightly lower summer flows as opposed to higher winter flows in snow-dom-
inated catchments as a direct consequence of increasing temperatures 
(Teutschbein et al., 2015), which can eventually stimulate a higher frequency 
of rainfall-driven runoff in northern catchments (Bergström et al., 2001; Matti 
et al., 2016).   

In rainfall-driven catchments in southern Scandinavia, however, a decrease 
in daily flows during most of the year (all seasons except for winter) (Matti et 
al., 2017; Teutschbein et al., 2017), a shorter snow season (Hallerbäck et al., 
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2021) and a systematic modifications of the temporal behavior of streamflow 
regimes, are expected. Such hydrological shifts leave especially southern re-
gions in the Nordic countries more prone to droughts, causing long term neg-
ative impacts across both public and private sectors such as agriculture, for-
estry, water supply, energy production, ecosystem services and human health 
(UNDRR, 2019).  

1.2 Modeling chain for impact studies  
For future hydrological impact studies, a modeling chain consisting of various 
steps is used (Hakala et al., 2019; Wagener et al., 2022): Future streamflow 
simulations typically rely on variables extracted from climate model (CM) 
simulations, which were run assuming one or several greenhouse gas concen-
tration trajectories, i.e., representative concentration pathways (RCPs) 
(Refsgaard et al., 2014). Depending on the spatial scale and required spatial 
resolution of a study, simulation outputs such as temperature and precipitation 
provided by either global or regional CMs can be used (Teutschbein and 
Seibert, 2012; Tootoonchi et al., 2022a) as an input to hydrological models for 
simulation of hydrological variables (Hakala et al., 2019). More recently, 
these hydrological variables (e.g., surface or groundwater availability) are 
even further used in subsequent assessments or modeling, e.g., in simulations 
of complex socio-hydrological interactions (Hund et al., 2021) or in water-
energy-food-ecosystem nexus models that attempt to holistically consider fu-
ture impacts on numerous sectors (Malek et al., 2022; Terzi et al., 2021). Here-
after, each of the components in the modeling chain is explained in more de-
tail. 

1.2.1 Climate models 
Climate models are primary tools to reconstruct past and predict future climate 
by exploring the response of the climate system to various forcings. Climate 
forcing is identified as an imbalance in radiation at the top of the Earth's at-
mosphere (Denning, 2017).  

Climate is usually described as the mean and variability of measurable var-
iables such as temperature, precipitation or wind over a long period of time 
and over larger spatial scales (IPCC, 2014). Consequently CMs try to explain 
how the Earth’s climate has historically evolved over time, from short (e.g. a 
few decades) to very long (e.g. millennial or even longer) timescales. Addi-
tionally CMs project how climatological variables are likely to change in the 
future. Climate projections are based on historic greenhouse gas concentra-
tions, following various emission scenarios, known as RCPs. RCPs consider 
multiple estimates of changes in demography, economic growth, social devel-
opment  and energy consumptions (IPCC, 2014; van Vuuren et al., 2011).  
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Due to the complexity of the climate system and computational limitations, 
the earth’s surface is discretized into a series of boxes which are called ‘grid 
cells’ (Collins et al., 2013). Physical (or chemical) equations representing var-
ious processes are then computed for each of these grid cells for different var-
iables (Goosse et al., 2010). The size of the grid, known as the spatial resolu-
tion, will affect the number and detail of the processes simulated within the 
climate model (IPCC, 2014). A higher resolution model will have smaller grid 
cells, and vice versa. With a higher resolution, more fine-scale details of the 
climate can be simulated (Rauscher et al., 2010). Any increase in resolution 
comes with a large computational cost. 

1.2.2 Biases in CMs and bias adjustment 
CMs provide a somewhat biased representation of reality due to parametriza-
tion of processes that exist at a finer resolution than what models are typically 
able to resolve and due to numerous simplification (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; 
Maraun, 2016; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2010). These biases can manifest in 
the amount, timing, and the dependence between variables at hand (François 
et al., 2020; Hakala et al., 2018; Piani and Haerter, 2012; Tootoonchi et al., 
2022a; Wilcke et al., 2013). As a result, CM outputs cannot readily be used 
for impact studies (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2010), and prior to such studies 
some adjustments are required to reduce existing biases (Hakala et al., 2019; 
Maraun et al., 2017; Teutschbein et al., 2011). Formally, this process is called 
‘bias correction’ or ‘bias adjustment’ (BA). The latter term prevails in the 
most recent scientific publications (François et al., 2020; Schmith et al., 2020; 
Zscheischler et al., 2017) and is, thus, adopted throughout this thesis. 

To reduce these biases, various BA methods have been developed. All of 
these methods rely on some kind of algorithm that is established (i.e., cali-
brated) to improve agreement between the CM outputs and the corresponding 
observations over a given climatic period. Then the established algorithm 
serves as basis to adjust the entire record of the simulated climate variable. 

Traditionally, BA methods were applied on only one simulated variable at 
a time to adjust one or several univariate statistical attributes, without consid-
ering the dependence structure among multiple climate variables. Such simple 
univariate methods were already introduced around the turn of the millennium 
and include for instance linear scaling, the delta approach or quantile mapping  
(Fang et al., 2015; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Gutjahr and Heinemann, 2013; 
Maraun & Widmann, 2018a; Räty et al., 2014; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012; 
Watanabe et al., 2012). One of the most commonly used univariate BA meth-
ods is quantile mapping (QM), which adjusts the full probability distribution 
of a climate variable. Originally introduced by Panofsky et al. (1958), QM 
shows better performance when compared to other univariate methods that 
only adjust biases in the mean or variance (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012).  
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For future streamflow to be correctly simulated, primarily univariate be-
havior of variables, such as mean and variance of temperature and precipita-
tion, should be well represented (Guo et al., 2020; Teutschbein and Seibert, 
2012; Tootoonchi et al., 2022a). Changing climate, however, will impact de-
pendencies (i.e., multivariate features), and temporal aspects of the climatic 
variables which are of critical importance for properly modeling and project-
ing climate change impacts on human society and ecosystems (Chen et al., 
2020). But univariate BA methods do not consider biases in cross-dependence 
attributes among multiple CM outputs. The dependence between variables 
such as precipitation and temperature is specifically important in snow domi-
nated catchments since transition of precipitation from snow to rainfall is con-
trolled by temperature (Meyer et al., 2019). Consequently, univariate adjust-
ment of the simulated variables may generate unrealistic multivariate situa-
tions, which can lead to further misinterpretations and distorting of the result 
of impact studies (Meyer et al., 2019; Zscheischler et al., 2019a). Changes in 
dependences between precipitation and temperature can also affect evapotran-
spiration (AghaKouchak et al., 2014), impact runoff generation, and water 
amount, thus potentially increase the risk of extreme events, such as floods or 
droughts (Zscheischler et al., 2019a). 

Over the past few years, new BA methods, which specifically consider the 
multivariate properties of CM outputs, have been proposed. These methods 
differ from the traditional univariate methods in their level of complexity, the 
number of observed/adjusted climate variables, the statistical attributes to be 
adjusted, and the underlying assumptions. Among the proposed methods, two 
approaches are frequently adopted (Figure 1): (1) different variations of the 
copula approach in its empirical form (Piani and Haerter, 2012; Vrac, 2018) 
or theoretical form (Laux et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014) and (2) multivariate bias 
correction in n dimensions (MBCn) (Cannon, 2018), which is a multivariate 
extension of the widely used univariate QM approach. 

 
Figure 1 Schematic representation of two multivariate BA methods employed in this 
thesis: (a) copula and (b) MBCn. 
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1.2.3 Hydrological modeling  
After bias adjustment, CM outputs are better suitable to be used as input for 
hydrological models for streamflow simulation. Hydrological models are sim-
plified representation of catchments and aim at representing the crucial hydro-
logical processes (Beven, 2012; Todini, 2007). There are various hydrological 
models to select from (Horton et al., 2022) that can be categorized according 
to their structure and spatio-temporal resolution and application 
(Pechlivanidis et al., 2011). Accordingly, hydrological models range from 
physically based models, using multiple parameters capable of representing 
components of hydrological process in catchment level, to simpler conceptual 
models where the catchments is treated as unit (Carpenter and Georgakakos, 
2006) and use only enough parameters to form correct input-output relations.  

The choice of hydrological model depends on many factors among which 
the level of needed complexity and availability of required data to run the 
model are of key importance. While it is tempting to use physically-based 
models that use numerous parameter sets and consider the interplay between 
physical processes at finer scales within one catchment, in practice simpler 
conceptual models treating the catchment as lumped and requiring only a few 
parameter sets have shown better performance in generating accurate compo-
nents of hydrological cycle for operational purposes (Bergström, 1976; Breuer 
and Huisman, 2009; Seibert and Bergström, 2022). 

In conceptual hydrological models, parameter sets are used to represent 
water flux within a catchment. Accordingly, these parameters cannot directly 
be linked to a single physical process or be measured. Instead, some form of 
calibration algorithm over a period of observed flow should be used to find 
optimal parameter sets (Pool et al., 2017). 

Model performances in the calibration (and evaluation) periods have 
traditionally been quantified through efficiency measures like the Nash-
Sutcliffe (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) or Kling-Gupta coefficients (Gupta et al., 
2009; Yilmaz et al., 2010). However, results based on a single efficiency 
measure is biased toward specific aspect of a hydrograph. For example they 
are specified such that they target low flows for drought impact studies. In 
case trade-offs between several efficiency measures are necessary to satisfy 
multiple objectives, models consisting of composite efficiency measures, 
which consider different aspects of the model simultaneously, are utilized 
(Beven, 2012).   

While efficiency measures are good indicators of the overall model 
performance, they do not indicate the ability of hydrological models to 
reproduce specific signatures of streamflow regimes, such as the timing or 
magnitude of (seasonal) high or low flows (Addor and Fischer, 2015; Feng 
and Beighley, 2020; Mendoza et al., 2016). Such characteristics are essential 
for assessment of extreme events such as floods or droughts and water 
resource management (Brunner et al., 2021; Todorović et al., 2022). Thus, 
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using a range of hydrologic signatures (Kabuya et al., 2020; McMillan, 2021; 
Zhang et al., 2018) is an essential complement to traditional efficiency 
measures for practical purposes. 

1.2.4 The importance of BA method in the modeling chain 
Multiple steps and choices in the modelling chain can result in substantial un-
certainties (Dobler et al., 2012; Hakala et al., 2019).The choice of CM is often 
considered as the biggest source of uncertainty due to their fundamental struc-
tural differences (Addor et al., 2014; Her et al., 2019; Wilby and Harris, 2006). 
In practice, however, impact modellers are often bounded by the available cli-
mate models. In other words, their selection is dictated by the task at hand, 
availability of CMs on a relevant spatiotemporal scale and for required RCPs 
(Tootoonchi et al., 2022a). Thus, modellers often employ as many CMs as 
possible to cover a wide range of future scenarios.  

While bias adjustment is only one of the many components of the whole 
modeling chain, the choice of skilful BA methods capable of reducing uncer-
tainties in CMs becomes crucially important for providing plausible, defensi-
ble and actionable projections (Hewitson et al., 2014; Maraun, 2016). This is 
specifically true for impact studies, because this step affects subsequent mod-
eling steps (Malek et al., 2022), e.g., by propagating uncertainties into drought 
or flood probabilities in future climates, which in turn affect policies, mitiga-
tion and adaptation strategies.  

1.3 Thesis objective  
This thesis provides an overview of various uni- and multivariate BA meth-
ods, evaluates their performance in reducing uncertainties in climate change 
impact studies, and finally applies climate-modeling chain targeting future 
drought propagation in Sweden. 

Please note that I opted for the pronoun ‘we’, when referring to the content 
of the papers since all studies were a product of mutual effort and collabora-
tion among all co-authors. 

Specifically, the four papers in this thesis (Figure 2) tackled the following 
research questions: 

1) Formal procedure for consistently and robustly applying copulas, in 
particular for precipitation and temperature data (Paper I): How can 
the assessment of spatiotemporal controls of dependence, pretreat-
ment of data, copula model choice and parameter estimation, as well 
as goodness-of-fit evaluation be approached in a meaningful, reliable 
and reproducible way?  
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2) Benefits and disadvantages of different BA methods (Paper II): Do the 
benefits of potentially improved adjustments outweigh the cost of in-
creased complexity and computational demand of multivariate bias 
adjustment methods?  

3) Performance and similarities of BA methods (Paper III): Can the ap-
plication of BA methods improve the accuracy in reproducing hydro-
logical signatures in Nordic catchments, and are there any considera-
ble differences among the BA methods, or can recurring similarities 
be found? 

4) Robustness of BA methods (Paper III): Do more complex, multivariate 
BA methods outperform parsimonious univariate BA methods by fre-
quent improvements and consistent performance across (a) climate 
models, (b) catchments and (c) hydroclimatic regimes? 

5) Comparison-based recommendations (Paper III): Can one or several 
BA method(s) be identified that consistently outperform(s) the other 
methods in simulating hydrological signatures relevant for water re-
sources management under changing climate in the Nordic regions? 

6) Practical application of a robust hydroclimatic modeling chain (Pa-
per IV): Can a climate change impact modeling chain be robustly used 
to demonstrate how drought conditions change and are propagated 
through nexus sectors in Sweden in a future climate? 
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the four papers (I-IV) included in this thesis. 
Each paper focused on certain components of the climate change impact modeling 
chain. 
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Paper I 

 

In the first paper, we conducted a systematic literature review of copulas, as a 
prominent tool in the arsenal of multivariate methods used for compound 
event analysis, and underpinned it with a hydroclimatic case study in Sweden 
to illustrate a practical approach to copula-based modeling. The paper (1) pro-
vides end-users with a didactic overview of necessary requirements, statistical 
assumptions and consequential limitations of copulas, (2) synthesizes com-
mon perceptions and practices, and (3) offers a user-friendly decision support 
framework to employ copulas, thereby supporting researchers and practition-
ers in addressing hydroclimatic hazards, hence demystifying what can be an 
area of confusion. 

Paper II 

 

This paper presents a comprehensive evaluation of the performance of two 
commonly used univariate and two multivariate bias adjustment methods in 
reproducing numerous univariate, multivariate and temporal features of pre-
cipitation and temperature series in different catchments in Sweden. The paper 
culminates in a discussion on trade-offs between the potential benefits (i.e., 
skills and added value) and disadvantages (complexity and computational de-
mand) of each method from the standpoint of climate-change impact studies 
in high latitudes.  
  

Tootoonchi, F., Sadegh, M., Haerter, J. O., Räty, O., Grabs, T., & 
Teutschbein, C. (2022). Copulas for hydroclimatic analysis: A practice- 
oriented overview. Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Water, 9(2), e1579. 

Tootoonchi, F., Haerter, J. O., Todorović, A., Räty, O., Grabs, T., & 
Teutschbein, C. (2022). Uni- and multivariate bias adjustment methods 
in Nordic catchments: Complexity and performance in a changing cli-
mate. Science of the Total Environment, 853, 158615 
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Paper III 
 

 

My third paper focuses on an evaluation of the performance of two advanced 
multivariate methods and compares them against two parsimonious univariate 
methods in accurate reproduction of 16 hydrologic signatures relevant for wa-
ter resources management, in the Nordic regions under changing climate. The 
evaluation was aimed to detect the most suitable BA methods for this task, 
and to make guidelines for selection of BA methods given the specific objec-
tives of a study at hand (i.e., hydrologic signatures), and hydroclimatic regime 
of the catchment. 

Paper IV 

Based on the findings of papers II-III, this study employed a robust modeling 
chain consisting of climate model simulations, bias adjustment and hydrolog-
ical modeling, which provided future streamflow data for the assessment of 
future drought impacts on the food-water-energy-ecosystem (WEFE) nexus. 
Using a set of standardized drought indices, different patterns emerged in the 
response to the future climate change signal with various response times and 
drought durations in Sweden. Results from this study offer new insights into 
the propagation of drought across the WEFE nexus and further suggest that 
future drought projections can be better geared towards decision makers by 
basing them on standardized drought indices that were specifically tailored to 
represent particular nexus sectors.  
 
 

Tootoonchi, F., Todorović, A., Grabs, T., & Teutschbein, C. 
(2022).  Uni- and multivariate bias adjustment of climate model simula-
tions in Nordic catchments: Effects on hydrologic signatures in a chang-
ing climate. Implications for water resources management. Journal of Hy-
drology. Under Review 

Teutschbein, C., Jonsson, E., Todorović, A., Tootoonchi, F., Stenfors, E., 
& Grabs, T. (2022). Drought Trends and Patterns in a Future Climate: 
Consequences for the Swedish Water-Energy-Food-Ecosystem Nexus. 
Journal of Hydrology. Resubmitted after moderate revisions 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Study area(s) 
In all four papers, catchments were located in Sweden. Based on the objective 
of each paper, however, different number of catchments were selected. 

Sweden, is a country with a land area of roughly 408,000 km2. It is heavily 
forested (69% of the land area) with a large number of lakes, wetlands and 
streams (9%). Roughly 8% of the land is covered by shrubs and grass land, 
8% are agricultural land, 3% urban areas and 3% open land and glaciers. Swe-
den covers three Köppen-Geiger climatic zones (Beck et al., 2018) (Figure 
3a): (1) the polar tundra climate zone (ET) with monthly mean temperatures 
below 10°C covers the Scandinavian Mountains in North-western Sweden, (2) 
the subarctic boreal climate (Dfc) with cool summers, very cold winter, per-
sistent seasonal snow cover and soil frost during winters over Central and 
Northern Sweden, and (3) the warm summer hemiboreal climate zone (Dfb) 
can be found in Southern Sweden. 

In paper I, only one catchment, namely the Vattholma river catchment, was 
selected as a showcase (Figure 3b). This particular catchment is located close 
to the city of Uppsala, approximately 70 km north of the capital Stockholm, 
and has therefore been already intensively studied with precipitation and tem-
perature data being readily available. With an area of 293 km2,this catchment 
can be considered small-scale. It is predominantly flat and mostly covered by 
forest (81%).  

In paper II, a data set consisting of 55 Swedish catchments with different 
sizes (ranging from 2 km2 to 22,600 km2) was used. The selected sites cover 
an extensive range of latitudes from 55.94°N to 68.37°N and, thus, spread over 
all three Swedish climate regions (Figure 3c).  Daily precipitation ranged from 
1500 mm·year-1 in north-western Sweden to 400 mm·year-1 in southern Swe-
den (Figure 3c) while daily mean temperature in the catchments in period 
1961-2004 varied from -3.0°C in the North to +7.7°C in the South (Figure 3d). 

In paper III and IV, a subset consisting of 50 catchments was selected from 
those used in paper II. Five catchments were eliminated from the set due to 
unavailability of continues stream flow observations.  
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Figure 3 Summary of the study area locations and climatic characteristics considered 
in this thesis: (a) spatial span of the three climatic zones covering Sweden, (b) repre-
sentation of Vattholma catchment used in paper I, (c) the total yearly precipitation 
across the country and the location of 55 catchments used in paper II, and (d) the 
average daily temperature and the location of 50 catchments used in paper III and IV. 
Both precipitation and temperature mean values were calculated over the period of 
1961-2004.  

2.2 Data 

2.2.1 Observations (precipitation and temperature, streamflow) 
Gridded daily mean values of observed hydroclimatic series (i.e., temperature 
and precipitation) were obtain from a spatially interpolated 4 km x 4 km na-
tional grid for the period 1961-2020 (Johansson, 2002) provided by the Swe-
dish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI). Daily streamflow 
measurements were downloaded from a publicly accessible streamflow data-
base (http://vattenwebb.smhi.se/) hosted by SMHI. Geospatial data of the 
catchment boundaries for each catchment was obtained from SMHI’s SVAR 
database (Eklund, 2011).  
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2.2.2 Climate data   
To cover a wide range of uncertainty, we used outputs (Table 1) from different 
combinations of global and regional CMs, acquired from the Coupled Model 
Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) together with Coordinated Re-
gional Climate Downscaling experiment (CORDEX) initiative (Jacob et al., 
2014). We selected only those CMs that had both historic and future temper-
ature and precipitation simulations available until the end of the century 
(2100), for three RCPs 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5, and for the highest available resolution 
0.11° (roughly 12.5 km). If simulations were available in several versions 
(e.g., v1 and v2), we opted for the most recent version (i.e., v2). The gridded 
daily precipitation and temperature simulations were averaged over each 
catchment.  

Table 1 Selected climate model combinations from the CMIP5 -  EURO CORDEX 
archive.  

CM ID Institute 
Global Climate Models 

(GCMs) 
Parameters 

Regional Cli-
mate models 

(RCM) 

Ver-
sion 

1 CLMcom ICHEC-EC-EARTH r12i1p1 CCLM4-8-17 v1 

2 CNRM 
CNRM-CERFACS-

CNRM-CM5 
r1i1p1 ALADIN53 v1 

3 CNRM 
CNRM-CERFACS-

CNRM-CM5 
r1i1p1 ALADIN63 v2 

4 DMI ICHEC-EC-EARTH r3i1p1 HIRHAM5 v2 

5 GERICS NCC-NorESM1-M r1i1p1 REMO2015 v1 

6 KNMI ICHEC-EC-EARTH r12i1p1 RACMO22E v1 

7 KNMI 
CNRM-CERFACS-

CNRM-CM5 
r1i1p1 RACMO22E v2 

8 MPI-CSC MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r2i1p1 REMO2009 v1 

9 MPI-CSC MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1 REMO2009 v1 

10 RMIB-UGent 
CNRM-CERFACS-

CNRM-CM5 
r1i1p1 ALARO-0 v1 

2.3 Bias adjustment of climate models 
In paper II and III, four different BA methods consisting of two traditionally 
used univariate methods and two recently introduced, most commonly used 
multivariate methods were selected. Each BA method was calibrated so that 
CM simulations fit the observation series of precipitation and temperature on 
the first 22 years (reference period 1961-1982) and then the climate variables 
in the second 22 years (evaluation period 1983-2004) were adjusted directly 
based on the parameters estimated during the calibration period. The set up 
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was selected both due to data availability (i.e., historic simulations of CMIP5 
CM outputs span until 2005) and due to the requirements of equally long time 
series for forming the empirical copula. For each period, BA was performed 
separately for each of the 12 months to preserve seasonal variations 
(Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012; Tootoonchi et al., 2022a). 

In paper IV, one univariate BA method was selected for adjustment of fu-
ture simulations guided by the evaluations performed in papers II and III.  

2.3.1 Univariate methods  
Quantile mapping (QM) is a category of univariate BA methods that adjusts 
the entire probability distribution of CM outputs so it matches with the distri-
bution of observations (Chen et al., 2013; Gudmundsson et al., 2012). QM 
methods have been shown to be superior to other univariate methods, such as 
linear scaling or variance scaling that adjust only specific feature of the series 
(Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012), and are, thus, considered the benchmark to 
compare multivariate methods with. We adopted two versions of QM: (1) a 
distribution-based method called distribution scaling (DS) method and (2) the 
distribution-free quantile delta mapping (QDM).  

Distribution scaling (DS) involves the selection of particular theoretical 
distribution families to form cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of var-
iables. Typically, Gamma distribution with shape parameter α and scale pa-
rameter β is used to represent precipitation intensity in wet days (Thom, 1951), 
while Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ is adopted to feature 
temperature of the entire record. Our evaluations confirmed the suitability of 
these two distribution families to represent CM output and thus we used them 
in this paper. For detailed formulation of this approach, the reader is referred 
to other references (e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Teutschbein & Seibert, 
2012; Yang et al., 2010).  

In the distribution-free quantile delta mapping (QDM) approach, relative 
changes in simulated CM outputs are explicitly preserved (Li et al., 2010). In 
this method, variables in the second period (in our case the evaluation period, 
but this can also refer to the actual future projections) are first adjusted towards 
the CM output in the calibration period (or historic reference period), and then 
towards observations in the calibration period. This two-step algorithm en-
sures the preservation of the climate change signal produced by the CMs, and 
is, thus, beneficial if there is enough confidence in the simulated change signal 
(Cannon, 2018; Maraun, 2016). For detailed formulations of this approach the 
reader is referred to other studies (e.g., François et al., 2020; Tootoonchi, 
Haerter, et al., 2022). 
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2.3.2 Multivariate methods  
In contrast to univariate methods, multivariate methods additionally adjust  
both the dependence between variables and their univariate features (Piani and 
Haerter, 2012). Two variations of multivariate methods are most often used in 
impact studies, namely (1) distribution-based copula approaches and (2) dis-
tribution-free multivariate bias correction in n dimensions (MBCn) methods.  

In copula adjustment methods, joint rank dependence of two or more sets 
of variables is represented by a mathematical function that couples marginal 
distributions. For two continuous random set of variables X and Y, the copula 
can be represented as (Sklar, 1959):  ( , ) = [ ( ), ( )], 1 

where ( , ) features the CDF of the bivariate distribution of X and Y, F(X) 
and G(Y) are their respective univariate CDFs, and C is the copula function 
that joins two marginal CDFs together. For a comprehensive introduction to 
the general concept and mathematical basis of copulas the reader is referred 
to Genest & Favre (2007) and Nelsen (2006). 

For adjusting biases in CM simulations, copulas were both used by empir-
ically forming their joint rank distribution (Bárdossy and Pegram, 2012; Piani 
and Haerter, 2012; Vrac, 2018) or by fitting theoretical copula families to the 
series (Li et al., 2014; Räty et al., 2018). When the test failed to provide an 
admissible copula, empirical copulas were used instead (Tootoonchi et al., 
2022a). We here tested four theoretical copula families, consisting of three 
Archimedean copulas (Frank, Clayton and Gumbel) and one elliptical copula 
(Gaussian) (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 Schematic representation of copulas tested in paper II and III, dependence 
structures (upper or lower tail), symmetry, their theoretical parameters based on Ken-
dall’s  (here, = . ), and their probability distribution. The top right plot is the 
same 3D surface of copula. This figure is modified from paper I. 

The multivariate bias adjustment in N-dimensions (MBCn) method was 
formally introduced to the bias adjustment community by Cannon (2018). 
Within only a few years, this distribution-free method has appealed to many 
researchers, because it is easily accessible through a free R package 
(https://rdrr.io/cran/MBC/man/MBCn.html) and can readily be implemented. 
As such, it has  been adopted as the benchmark for testing multivariate meth-
ods in numerous studies (e.g., Meyer et al., 2019; Singh & Najafi, 2020). In 
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this method, randomly generated orthogonal matrices are repeatedly applied 
on the variables, rotating them in space. At each rotation, a selected univariate 
method (e.g., QDM) is applied on each of variables separately to adjust biases 
in their univariate features. This iterative process is continued until the varia-
bles feature multivariate similarity according to the following energy-distance 
metric (Székely and Rizzo, 2013): ( , ) = 2 ‖ − ‖ − ‖ − ‖ − ‖ − ‖ 2 

Where X={ , ,…, } and Y={ , ,…, }, are two independent ran-
dom vectors (here precipitation and temperature series) and - similar to nota-
tions in copula - F and G are CDFs of  and , while  is the expected value 
of  the Euclidean norm ‖. ‖,  and ’ and ’ are independent identically distrib-
uted copies of  and  after rotation.  For more information regarding this 
method, the reader is refer to Cannon (2018) and for specific details of energy 
distance method to Rizzo & Székely (2016). 

2.4 Hydrological modeling with the HBV-light model 

2.4.1 The HBV-light model 
In this study, daily flow series was simulated with the HBV-light model 
(Seibert and Vis, 2012), which is a version of the HBV model (Bergström, 
1976; Lindström et al., 1997), developed for Scandinavian catchments, and 
widely adopted in many regions due to its simplicity, yet robust performance 
(Seibert and Bergström, 2022). The HBV-light model consists of (1) snow, 
(2) soil moisture, (3) response, and (4) routing routines. A detailed description 
of the model structure and its routines is provided by Seibert & Bergström 
(2022).  

Streamflow series were simulated in each of the 50 catchments with the 
HBV-light model using precipitation, temperature and potential evapotranspi-
ration. Series of daily potential evapotranspiration were computed based on 
the temperature series by applying the Hamon method (Hamon, 1961). 

The spatially-lumped setup of HBV-light was used in this study due to lack 
of considerable variations in elevation, or land-use or vegetation types in the 
selected catchments. No correction with elevation was applied on the inputs.  

2.4.2 Calibration and evaluation of HBV-light 
The HBV-light model was calibrated in each catchment against the observed 
daily flows at the catchment outlet. In paper III, the model was calibrated over 
a 21-year long period (1963 through 1982), with model warm-up from 1961 
to 1962 and evaluation period of 1983-2004. In paper IV, the warm-up period 
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was the same as in paper III, but even longer period of 1963-1991 served as 
calibration period, and the period of 1992-2020 as evaluation period. 

The built-in GAP optimization algorithm was used for model calibration 
(Seibert, 2000). The calibration was done by optimizing 50 randomly selected 
parameter sets from their uniform prior distribution through 5000 runs. Prior 
parameter distributions were common to all catchments, but the calibration 
was performed in each catchment individually by maximizing a composite 
objective function. 

In both paper III and IV, a composite objective function that included the 
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), the logarithmic NSE (logNSE) and the vol-
umetric efficiency (VE), was selected to achieve a balanced performance in 
high- and low flows, and in reproducing streamflow volume. 

2.5 Signatures and performance assessment metric 
(paper II and III) 

The evaluation of BA methods was based on a set of 14 statistical properties 
in paper II (Table 2). These features were selected such that they cover a wide 
range of uni-, multivariate and temporal features of precipitation and temper-
ature listed on the following page: 
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Table 2: List of 14 statistical features assessed in this study. They were categorized 
into 3 groups of (a) univariate (b) multivariate (c) temporal features. 

  Signature  
(Abbreviation if used) Description Reference Category 

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 

1 Mean [℃] Average temperature per month  

U
nivariate 

2 Variance   [℃ ] Temperature variance per month  

3 10th percentile [℃] Temperature in extremely cold 
days per months  

4 90th percentile  [℃] Temperature in extremely hot 
days per months  

Pr
ec

ip
ita

tio
n 

5 mean [mm·day-1] Average precipitation per month  
6 Variance [mm2·day-2] precipitation variance per month  

7 The 90th percentile 
[mm2.day-1] 

Precipitation amount in ex-
tremely wet days, per month  

8 Number of dry days per 
year 

Number of days without precip-
itation, per month  

 9 
Pearson correlation be-
tween daily variables 

 [ - ] 

Linear correlation between pre-
cipitation and temperature, per 

month 
 

 M
ultivariate  10 C-C relation  [%/ ° ] the relation between precipita-

tion extremes and temperature: = (1 + )( ) 
(Hardwick Jones 
et al., 2010; 
Lenderink et al., 
2017; Panthou et 
al., 2014) 

 11 Cross-correlation lag +1 
day [ - ] 

cross-correlation between pre-
cipitation and temp erature for 

lags between ±5 day 
 

Tem
poral 

 12 
Autocorrelation of precipi-

tation lag +1 day  
[ - ] 

autocorrelation of precipitation 
time series until a lag of +5 days  

 13 dry-day to dry-day transi-
tion probability (P ) [ - ] 

a dry day following a dry day 

=̂            
(Wilks, 2006) 

 14 wet-day to wet-day transi-
tion probability (P ) [ - ] 

a wet day following a wet day: 

=̂            
(Wilks, 2006) 

 
The 16 hydrologic signatures utilized in paper III are selected to represent dif-
ferent characteristics of streamflow (Table 3), and are grouped into four cate-
gories (Table 3), representing (a) water balance and flow dynamics, (b) sea-
sonal flows, (c) low flows and (d) high flows.  
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Table 3 List of 16 hydrologic signatures used in this study. Signatures were catego-
rized into 4 groups of (a) water balance and flow dynamics (b) seasonal flow (c) low 
flow and (d) high flow. 

 Hydrologic signa-
tures (abbreviation) Description Reference category 

1 Mean annual flow, 
(Q_mean) Average flow in a year (mm year-1).  

water balance 
and flow dy-

namics 

 

2 Runoff coefficient, 
(Q_coeff) 

Fraction of the total yearly precipitation that generates flow: = ∑∑ , 
Where  represents the daily flow (in mm·day-1)  and , 

daily precipitation, both of which were summed over a year. 

(Merz and 
Blöschl, 
2009) 

3 
Timing of the center 

of mass of annual 
flow, (COMt) 

Timing is computed from daily flows Qi and for each year: = ∑∑  

where ti represents ordinal day of a year. 

(Kormos et 
al., 2016; 

Mendoza et 
al., 2016) 

4 
Spring onset  

(spring “pulse day”), 
(SPD) 

Spring onset is the ordinal number of the day in which the 
negative difference between the streamflow mass curve and 
the mean streamflow mass curve is the greatest. Spring onset 

series is obtained from values in each year 

(Cunderlik 
and Ouarda, 

2009) 

5 Mean spring flow, 
(Q_spring) Flows in the spring (1st March through 31st May) in each year. (Chen et al., 

2017) 
seasonal be-
havior of the 

flow 
 

 

6 Mean summer flow, 
(Q_summer) 

Flows in the summer (1st June through 31st August) in each 
year.  

7 Mean autumn flow, 
(Q_autumn) 

Flows in the autumn (1st September through 30st November) 
in each year.  

8 Mean winter flow, 
(Q_winter) 

Flows in the winter (1st December through 28th February) in 
each year.  

9 Low-flow frequency, 
(LFfreq) 

Number of days in a year with flows smaller than 20% of the 
mean observed flow in the complete simulation period (1963-

2004). 

(Addor et al., 
2018) 

low flow char-
acteristics 

 

 

10 
Timing of 30-day 

low flow, 
(T_minQ30) 

Ordinal day in which 15th day of the 30-day minimum annual 
flow occurred, obtained in each year. If there were several 
consecutive days with the same minimum flows, the mean 

timing of these days in a year is adopted. 

(Parajka et 
al., 2016; Vis 
et al., 2015) 

11 7-day low flow, 
(minQ_d7) Minimum flows averaged over a given number of consecutive 

days (here, 7 and 30) obtained in each year. 

(Olden and 
Poff, 2003; 

Richter et al., 
1996) 12 30-day low flow, 

(minQ_d30) 

13 High flow frequency, 
(HFfreq) 

Number of days in a year with flows larger than 80% in the 
full simulation period (1963-2004) computed from the ob-

served flows. 

Following 
Krysanova et 
al. (2017) and 
Westerberg 
& McMillan 

(2015) 
high flow 

characteristics 
 

 

14 
Timing of the 1-day 

high flow, 
(T_maxQ1) 

Ordinal day in which the maximum annual flow occurred, ob-
tained in each year of the simulation period (1963-2004). 

(Richter et 
al., 1996) 

15 30-day high flow, 
(maxQ_d30) 

Maximum flows averaged over a given number of days (here, 
30 and 1) obtained in each year. 

(Dankers et 
al., 2014; Vis 
et al., 2015) 

16 1-day high flow, 
(maxQ_d1) 

Evaluation of the selected BA methods was based on the similarity between 
the hydroclimatic signatures of the simulated and observed precipitation and 
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temperature (Gudmundsson et al., 2012). We utilized the mean absolute error 
(MAE) as a dimensional performance measure of bias in various hydrocli-
matic features of the simulated temperature and precipitation series.  

The MAE value represents the mean absolute difference between the sim-
ulated and corresponding observed values, i.e., hydroclimatic features (eq. 3). 
As such, MAE is suitable for the features that take rather small values (i.e., 
close to zero), which is the case with several features we analyzed. The MAE 
values are computed as follows: = ∑ ,  − , , 3 

where, ,  represents a hydroclimatic feature calculated from observations, 
while ,  stands for hydroclimatic feature of the corresponding model sim-
ulation, and N is the total number of catchments. Lower values of MAE sug-
gest lower biases. 

2.6 Standardized drought indices (paper IV) 
Existing drought indices can be categorized in multiple ways, which differ in 
their complexity and which are based on either natural boundaries, impact sec-
tors, input data, calibration methods, or other characteristics (Svoboda and 
Fuchs, 2017). In paper IV, they were categorized by the lead authors on the 
WEFE-nexus sectors that they represent (Table 4). 

All drought indices could easily be computed based on the available data, 
which in this case were the hydroclimatic variables precipitation (P), temper-
ature (T), and streamflow (Q), as well as potential evapotranspiration (PET) 
computed with the Hamon equation (Hamon, 1961) and various variables sim-
ulated by the HBV light model, including actual evapotranspiration (AET) and 
snow-water equivalent (SWE). 
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Table 4 List of 6 drought indices used in this study, a short, including a short descrip-
tion, reference and affected WEFE sectors. 

 
Drought indices 

(abbreviation) 
Description 

Reference Impacted 

WEFE sector 

1 
Standardized pre-
cipitation index 

(SPI) 

The SPI relies solely on precipitation and has 
been a popular index for drought intercom-
parison projects due to its wide applicability 

for different spatiotemporal scales. 

(McKee et al., 
1993) 

- 
(for the sake 
of compari-

son) 

2 
Standardized 

snowmelt and rain 
index (SMRI) 

Same as SPI but is computed from daily sum 
of snowmelt and rain 

(Staudinger et al., 
2014) 

- 
(for the sake 
of compari-

son) 

3 

Standardized pre-
cipitation evapo-

transpiration index 
(SPEI) 

Same as SPI but instead standardizes the 
monthly difference in precipitation and po-

tential evapotranspiration 

(Vicente-Serrano 
et al., 2010) 

Water 

 

4 
Standardize 

streamflow index 
(SSFI) 

Same as SPI but instead uses streamflow 
data 

(Vicente-Serrano 
et al., 2012) 

Energy 

 

5 
Modified recon-

naissance drought 
index (RDIe) 

Standardizes the effective precipitation di-
vided by potential evapotranspiration 

(Tigkas et al., 
2016) 

Food 

 
6 Normalized eco-

system index 
(NEDI) 

Same as SPEI but uses the cumulative pre-
cipitation from a previous month 

(Chang et al., 
2018) 

Ecosystem 
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3 Summary of results 

3.1 Overview of multivariate copula analysis (paper I) 
Derived from the literature review, four common practical steps in copula 
analyses were identified including: (1) exploratory analysis of the dependence 
between two variables, (2) pre-treatment of the data, (3) copula selection and 
parameter estimation, and (4) goodness-of-fit examination of selected copula 
models. Only few articles consistently incorporated all of these steps, and oth-
ers either did not follow all steps or did not report them transparently. 

Each step is briefly described and additionally, based on the demo case 
study, practical execution of each step is demonstrated. 
 
Prior to constructing copulas, it is valuable to initially explore the dependence 
between variables at spatio-temporal scales prescribed by the purpose of the 
application. One should critically reflect on whether the involved variables are 
controlled by related driving forces that could, at a relevant spatiotemporal 
scale, lead to a dependence structure between them.  If so, the strength of their 
dependence can be calculated by correlation measures such as Kendall’s  or 
Spearman’s , which can also serve as a reference for evaluating the effects 
of data pre-treatment. 

For the demo case study of the Vattholma river basin, we selected daily 
resolution to further generate copula dependence structures, because daily data 
can readily be used for finer-resolution hydrological purposes (e.g., bias ad-
justment, daily runoff estimation). For illustrative purposes, we also investi-
gated how dependence strength between precipitation and temperature, as 
measured by Kendall’s , is modulated by the temporal resolution (Figure 5a) 
which showed that correlation for monthly scale was generally stronger than 
that at the daily scale (Figure 5a, Lines 1 and 2).  
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Figure 5 (a) Kendall’s  values between precipitation and temperature for different 
months at different temporal scales. Filled markers indicate statistical significance at 
the 5% level. Line 2 represents Kendall correlation in daily resolution prior to tie re-
moval and line 3 after eliminating dry days to avoid ties. Scatter plots of empirical 
rank transformed variables daily precipitation (U1) and temperature (U2) in (b) De-
cember representing random dependence and (c) June representing negative depend-
ence 

Application of copulas require variables to be continuous and time independ-
ent. Thus it is important to explore existence of (1) ties (i.e., data with the 
same rank) and other characteristics such as (2) autocorrelation and (3) sta-
tionarity of variables. Depending on the results, the data has to be treated, to 
fulfil the statistical requirements of copulas.  

To check for ties, we assessed the number of dry days in the Vattholma 
catchment, which varied from month to month, ranging from 51% dry days in 
May to 26% in November. The removal of dry days affected the dependence 
for some months, with the largest impacts in the warmer season from April to 
August (Figure 5, line 3). Colder months indicated only weak and insignificant 
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correlations. Thus, the subsequent copula-based analysis will be executed for 
the month of June, which featured the strongest negative (and significant) cor-
relation. 

To check if the daily observations in the Vattholma demo case study 
showed autocorrelated behavior, we examined the autocorrelation function 
(ACF) for precipitation and temperature data. Precipitation did not show au-
tocorrelated behaviour, while temperature indicated some autocorrelated char-
acteristics. In order to account for this autocorrelation, we followed the pro-
cedure used by Laux et al. (2011). 

To assess if precipitation and temperature exhibited stationary or non-sta-
tionary behavior, we divided the data into two samples of 15 years. We applied 
the Mann-Whitney U-test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) under the null hypothe-
sis that the data in both 15-year periods came from random samples with equal 
medians, which was not rejected at a 5% significance level. This pointed to 
stationarity of the data in the period of observation. 
 
When selecting copula families and estimating parameters, the joint depend-
ence structure (e.g., stronger dependence in the tails or entire distribution, neg-
ative or positive correlation) must be further examined. This strongly affects 
the selection of appropriate copula families, or may support choosing a sim-
pler method. After selecting a set of suitable copula families, their parameters 
need to be estimated by adopting feasible parametric, non-parametric or semi-
parametric approaches. 

To investigate shape and strength of the dependence structure of the given 
sample, we used scatter plots. Here, a month with weak Kendall correlation 
(i.e., December) is randomly selected and compared to June, which exhibited 
the strongest correlation. Then the empirical pairwise rank relationship (i.e., 
empirical copula) between variables was assessed and plotted for December 
(Figure 5b) and June (Figure 5c).  The scatter plot for December seemed to be 
randomly distributed and, thus, did not reveal any clear dependence pattern. 
In June, the data showed negative dependence between variables.  

We then estimated copula parameters by maximum pseudo likelihood 
method for three selected copula families, i.e., Gaussian, Student-t and Frank. 
These families are selected from the widely used copula families, because they 
are capable of retaining negative dependence (as it is the case for dependence 
in June). 

We specifically chose a semi-parametric method because it relies only on 
rank transformation of the variables and does not require heavy assumptions 
about the marginal distributions. The estimated parameters are reported in Ta-
ble 5. 

After estimating the copula parameters, a performance measure must be 
used to assess the goodness-of-fit obtained from the different copula families 
to eliminate non-admissible copulas.  
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Two formal approaches include the rank-based versions of the Cramér-von 
Mises ( ) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov ( ) statistics (Genest et al., 2006). 

Both tests assess the null hypothesis that the empirical copula comes from 
a given parametric copula family. Thus, rejection of the null hypothesis states 
that the empirical copula under examination does not follow the selected par-
ametric copula. 

For the Vattholma case study both tests suggested that none of the three 
copula families were rejected at 5% significance level (Table 5). However, 
following the suggestion of Wang & Wells (2000), the Frank copula was se-
lected as the most suitable model to represent the dependence structure be-
tween precipitation and temperature in June, as it yielded the lowest AIC 
value.  
Table 5 Copula parameters, Cramér-von Mises ( ) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov ( ) statistics of selected copula families their associated P-values and Akaike crite-
rion.  

Copula family Copula parameter Sn P – Value Tn P-Value AIC 
Frank =-1.70 0.0197 0.39 1.06 0.18 -3905 

Gaussian = −0.26 0.022 0.36 1.15 0.13 -3778 
Student-t = −0.26 , =28.11 0.028 0.13 1.19 0.11 -3640 

3.1.1 Main outcome: a decision support framework for applying 
copulas  

To ensure an adequate, consistent and transparent use of copulas in hydrocli-
matology, we highlighted a number of common steps and requirements that 
need careful handling (Figure 6). The proposed decision support framework 
has been developed to minimize possibilities of incorrect applications of cop-
ulas and to ensure reliable and comparable results (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Decision support framework for adopting copula modeling.  Each step (light 
blue) refers to a subheading of section 4, which explains the statistical requirements 
and general assumptions that should be fulfilled. 
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3.2 Performance of uni- and multivariate BA methods 
on precipitation and temperature (paper II) 

Raw CM output showed substantial biases in representation of univariate, 
multivariate and temporal features of precipitation and temperature.  

For correlation, raw CM outputs (Figure 7a) overestimated the magnitude 
of dependence in the summer and winter. This led to large biases across the 
year, especially in the colder seasons (Figure 7b). The two univariate BA 
methods DS (Figure 7c,d) and QDM (Figure 7e,f) were not able to noticeably 
reduce the existing biases throughout the year. Only the multivariate BA meth-
ods based on the copula approach (Figure 7g,h) and MBCn (Figure 7i,j) con-
siderably reduced biases in the correlation over different months, but also re-
duced the spread across the CM outputs.  

The copula method resulted in the lowest MAE values, and the lowest vari-
ability both across the CM outputs (Figure 7g) and across the seasons (Figure 
7h), where biases in some months were completely lost after the adjustment. 
The copula-corrected CMs generally followed observational variations in the 
calibration period. (Figure 7g), and the original signal from the raw CM outputs 
seemed to be almost completely lost, which was apparent in the weaker corre-
lation in February and October. MBCn brought the raw CM outputs correlation 
closer to those of the observations (Figure 7i), which resulted in overall lower 
MAE values (Figure 7j). In contrast to the copula method, MBCn still preserved 
the original variation in MAE produced by the CMs (Figure 7 j).  

When averaged over all months of the year (Figure 7k), the differences 
among BA methods became more apparent: the univariate methods (DS and 
QDM) only slightly reduced existing biases, multivariate methods (copula and 
MBCn) reduced the MAE in correlation from a median of 0.075 in raw out-
puts, down to 0.026 (copula) or 0.037 (MBCn). 
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Figure 7 Ability of BA methods to adjust the bias in dependence between temperature 
and precipitation. Left panels (a,c,e,g,i) show the seasonal dependence patterns in raw 
and bias-adjusted CM outputs versus observations, central panels (b,d,f,h,j) show the 
resulting MAE values. Right panel (k) indicates overall performance after averaging 
over all catchments for all months and CMs, in the verification period.  

While all four methods were able to reduce biases in estimation of C-C rela-
tion by lowering the median of MAE (Figure 8b), multivariate methods suc-
ceeded to reduce MAE the most, with copula outmatching MBCn by both 
lowering the spread of error and the median of MAE from 4%/⁰C in raw sim-
ulations to 1%/⁰C in the corrected ones (Figure 8b).  
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Figure 8 Ability of BA methods to reduce the bias in the CC relation: (a) spatial vari-
ability of the CC relation obtained from raw and bias-adjusted CM outputs (averaged 
over the 10 CMs in each catchment) in direct comparison to those by the observations, 
and (b) the absolute bias values. The ranges of boxplots show the spread across the 10 
CMs after averaging over all catchments. 

BA methods showed substantial differences in changing the biases of temporal 
features (Figure 9). After applying the univariate BA methods, cross-correla-
tion between precipitation and temperature (Figure 9a) generally showed 
lower MAE values. In contrast, MAE increased from a median of 0.06 in raw 
CM outputs to approximately 0.09 in those corrected with the multivariate 
methods (Figure 9a).  

Autocorrelation of precipitation (Figure 9b) exhibited less bias in compar-
ison to the cross-correlation (Figure 9a). Application of all BA methods except 
for DS resulted in some decrease of biases (Figure 9b). Only the application 
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of DS caused an increase of MAE from a median value of 0.012 in raw CM 
simulations to 0.019 in the adjusted ones. 

All four BA methods substantially reduced biases in both transition proba-
bilities P00 and P11  (Figure 9c-d). Corrected CM outputs with univariate meth-
ods (DS and QDM) were associated with a higher spread of MAE in compar-
ison to corrections done through multivariate methods (copula and MBCn). In 
both P00 and P11 as well as across all BA methods, the copula-based BA 
method featured the highest median, but the lowest spread of MAE (Figure 
9c,d).  

Figure 9 MAE in temporal features of the raw and bias adjusted CM outputs variables 
in the verification period. The ranges show the spread in MAE across the 10 CMs, 
after averaging the MAE values over all catchments in the verification period. In (a) 
and (b) values were additionally averaged over all lags. 

3.2.1 Main outcomes: overall performance and ranking 
All BA methods considerably reduced biases in univariate temperature met-
rics (Figure 10a). It should be highlighted, though, that distribution-based 
methods (univariate DS and multivariate copula) consistently outperformed 
QDM and MBCn (Figure 10a). 

For precipitation, the improvements were less pronounced. The distribu-
tion-based BA methods (DS and copula) were again able to reduce biases in 
all univariate metrics more than their distribution-free counterparts (QDM and 
MBCn). In case of variation, QDM and MBCn even increased biases slightly 
(Figure 10a). 

Concerning the multivariate features, univariate BA methods (DS and 
QDM) only slightly modified biases in both the dependence structure and C-
C relation (Figure 10b), while both multivariate BA methods considerably re-
duced MAEs, with copula outperforming MBCn.  

BA methods exhibited noticeable differences in their ability to modify tem-
poral features (Figure 10c). For cross-correlation, both multivariate methods 
resulted in larger biases than raw simulations, whereas for autocorrelation bi-
ases only increased with DS (Figure 10c). Biases in both transition probabili-
ties (P00 and P11) consistently decreased after application of all four BA meth-
ods, with the copula approach performing slightly worse than the other meth-
ods (Figure 10c). 
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Figure 10 Performance of all BA methods in comparison to raw CM outputs across 
(a) univariate, (b) multivariate and (c) temporal features of simulated precipitation and 
temperature series. Circles of uncorrected CMs are fixed to the same standard size and 
color, while improvements (i.e., reduced errors) by the BA methods are shown by 
smaller circles in lighter blue color, and deteriorations (i.e., increased errors) by larger 
circles in stronger pink color, both relative to the bias in the uncorrected CM simula-
tions. Performance ranks are shown next to each circle. Overall efficiency of each BA 
method is quantified by averaging their performance ranks within each of the three 
categories (a-c), but also by averaging over all three categories.   
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3.3 Performance of uni- and multivariate BA methods 
on hydrological signatures (paper III) 

In the studied Swedish catchments, the HBV-light model driven by uncor-
rected CM outputs (i.e., precipitation and temperature) resulted in substantial 
biases in all hydrological signatures representing (1) water balance and flow 
dynamics, (2) seasonal flows, (3) low flows and (4) high flows. The magni-
tude of these biases varied across signatures, CMs, catchments and their hy-
droclimatic regimes. It is difficult to isolate signatures with the largest biases, 
since they all have different units. They take values that differ in orders of 
magnitude (e.g., signatures related to timings can take value up to 366, as op-
posed to runoff coefficient, which is less than 1), which also hinders compar-
isons across the signatures. 

Application of the BA methods still led to a visible reduction in the median 
MAE for all signatures, and in lower variability of MAE values across catch-
ments, which was consistently smaller than raw values for the majority of sig-
natures (Figure 11).  

The distribution-based methods (DS and copula) featured generally a 
higher variability (i.e., larger inconsistencies), with copula having the largest 
variance in nine of the 16 signatures, and DS in four cases. Distribution-free 
methods were mostly associated with lower variance of MAEs, with QDM 
featuring only once and MBCn only twice the highest variance among the BA 
methods. However, differences across the BA methods in variances across 
catchments were less pronounced than in variances across CMs.  

Variance across catchments was generally a little smaller for signatures 
representing the water balance and runoff dynamics (Figure 11a) and seasonal 
streamflows (Figure 11b) than for the signatures representing low- (Figure 
11c) and high flows (Figure 11d). Inconsistencies were particularly large in 
T_minQ30, for which the raw variance was even inflated by the copula and 
MBCn methods (Figure 11c, second panel), and in T_maxQ1, for which all 
methods except MBCn inflated the variance (Figure 11d, second panel). 
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Figure 11 Mean biases (MAE) and their variance across catchments in the four groups 
of hydrological signatures (a-d) obtained with the four BA methods relative to raw 
CM output (gray background). Boxplots represent the range of MAE values (averaged 
over all 10 CMs) across the 50 catchments, circles on top represent the variance, with 
smaller circles depicting lower variance. The BA method with the largest variance is 
highlighted as a reference with a hollow circle (normalized to have same size across 
signatures), the other BA methods are scaled accordingly. 

Given the variability in biases across catchments (Figure 12), we further as-
sessed whether systematic differences in performance of BA methods in the 
northern catchments with dominantly snowmelt-driven streamflow regimes 
(located above latitude 60°N), and southern, primarily rainfall-driven catch-
ments (located below 60°N), could be detected.  

In the northern catchments (Figure 12a-d), initial raw biases were consist-
ently reduced with all BA methods in all 16 signatures. Notable were the high 
remaining biases and the relatively low frequency of improvements for 
Q_winter (Figure 12b), particularly with the univariate methods. In contrast, 
Q_summer (Figure 12b) and T_maxQ1 (Figure 12d) only had small biases 
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remaining, and featured a high rate of improvements. In signatures represent-
ing the water balance and runoff dynamics (Figure 12a) in the northern catch-
ments, distribution-based methods resulted in slightly lower MAEs than dis-
tribution-free methods. The same behavior was detected for Q_spring and 
Q_autumn (Figure 12b). For Q_summer, however, univariate methods outper-
formed the multivariate ones, as opposed to Q_winter. Similarly, both multi-
variate BA methods reduced biases in low-flow signatures more than the uni-
variate ones (Figure 12c), except for T_minQ30, for which copula performed 
worse than the other three methods. Biases in high-flow signatures were re-
duced most by the distribution-based methods, with the exception of 
maxQ_d1, for which copula resulted in the largest remaining bias (Figure 
12d). Frequencies of improvement with the BA methods were largely con-
sistent with the MAE values, i.e., lower remaining biases were accompanied 
with the highest rate of improvements.  

The BA methods were generally able to reduce biases in the southern, 
mainly rainfall-driven catchments (Figure 12e-h). In most cases, the distribu-
tion-based BA methods outperformed distribution-free ones. Both distribu-
tion-based methods performed similarly, i.e., DS and copula each performed 
best for half of the signatures. On the other hand, in the distribution-free meth-
ods, QDM outperformed MBCn in the majority of signatures (14 out of 16). 
For COMt (Figure 12e), T_minQ30 (Figure 12g) and T_maxQ1 (Figure 12h), 
however, the opposite pattern emerged, i.e., the distribution-free methods re-
sulted in lower MAEs and a higher frequency of improvements compared to 
distribution-based ones, especially copula. Especially the copula method 
showed a low performance with remaining biases nearly as high as raw biases 
(in COMt), or even higher (in T_minQ30 and T_maxQ1). Similarly to the 
northern catchments, frequencies of improvement with the BA methods were 
consistent with the reduction in biases. In other words, a higher frequency of 
improvement was typically connected to lower MAEs. 
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Figure 12 Mean biases (MAE) and frequency of improvement in the four groups of 
hydrological signatures in snowmelt-driven catchments (a-d) and rainfall-driven 
catchments (e-h) obtained with the four BA methods relative to raw CM output. Cir-
cles represent the MAE values (averaged over all CMs and catchments), where larger 
circles indicate higher MAE values, i.e., greater bias in the hydrological signature. 
Shadings of the cells indicate the frequency of improvement, i.e., the percentage of 
cases (with 10 CMs in 50 catchments) in which application of a BA method resulted 
in lower bias in a particular signature than the raw simulations. A light-colored back-
ground and small white circle indicate a robust BA method.  

3.3.1 Main outcome: a comparison-based evaluation 
Based on the eight robustness criteria, we here (Figure 13) provide a compre-
hensive comparison of the BA methods aimed at identifying the most suitable 
method(s) for assessment of climate change impact on streamflow regime fea-
tures represented by 16 signatures.  

While application of each of the BA methods led to considerable improve-
ments, their overall performance varied for each criterion across signatures. 
For example, distribution-based BA methods were generally more robust than 
the distribution-free methods for signatures related to water balance and flow 
dynamics (Figure 13a), as well as for seasonal flows (Figure 13b). In both 
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groups of signatures, univariate DS frequently displayed a high performance 
across the criteria (in 20-21 out of 32 cases), and resulted in only 5 cases of 
low performance (Figure 13a,b, first panel), closely followed by the multivar-
iate copula approach with 18-20 high-performance cases and 8-9 low-perfor-
mance cases (Figure 13a,b, third panel). The multivariate variant of distribu-
tion-free methods (MBCn), however, performed worse than its univariate 
counterpart (QDM), with MBCn showing a low performance in 23 (Figure 
13a, fourth panel) respective 22 (Figure 13b, fourth panel) cases, whereas 
QDM ranked low only for 9 (Figure 13a, third panel) and 14 (Figure 13b, third 
panel) instances, respectively. 

Remarkable was the robust performance of distribution-based methods in 
reproducing signatures related to low flows (Figure 13c) and high flows (Fig-
ure 13d). These methods resulted in many more instances of high performance 
(14 each for DS and 18-21 for copula) than the distribution-free methods (9-
12 cases for MBCn and 7-8 for QDM). In the case of low flows (Figure 13c), 
multivariate BA methods performed slightly better than their univariate coun-
terparts (i.e., copula performed better than DS, and MBCn better than QDM). 
For the signatures representing high flows (Figure 13d), the application of 
multivariate methods resulted in a larger number of high-performing instances 
compared to their univariate counterpart. However, the number of low-per-
forming cases also increased, leaving fewer chances for medium performance 
across these methods. The two multivariate methods, namely, copula (Figure 
13d, third panel) and MBCn (Figure 13d, fourth panel), had only 2 and 5 me-
dium performing cases, while DS (Figure 13d, first panel) and QDM (Figure 
13d, second panel) had as many as 11 and 15 of such cases, respectively. 

Averaging the performance over the signatures within each signature group 
(Figure 13e) revealed that the distribution-based methods yielded similar per-
formances that were better than those of the distribution-free methods, as in-
dicated by their lower MAEs (criterion 1) and higher frequencies of improve-
ments (criterion 2). While the distribution-based methods also showed higher 
consistency across CMs (criterion 3), they came with slightly lower con-
sistency across catchments (criterion 4). Generally, there were slight differ-
ences between univariate and multivariate methods, which were often over-
shadowed by the strong differences between distribution-free and distribution-
based methods. Noticeable differences between uni- and multivariate methods 
only emerged for the snowmelt-driven catchments (located above 60°N), 
where advanced multivariate methods resulted in frequently better perfor-
mance compared to their univariate counterparts (criteria 5-6). Nonetheless, 
distribution-based methods resulted in better performance compared to distri-
bution-free methods. In the rainfall-driven catchments (located below 60°N), 
the differences were again rather found between distribution-based and distri-
bution-free methods (criteria 7-8), where the former performed similar to 
each other, and better than the latter, with low performance of the advanced 
MBCn method across all four categories of signatures.  
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Figure 13 Visual guidelines for selecting the most suitable BA methods for assessment 
of climate change impact on 16 hydrological signatures within four categories (a-d), 
derived from 8 evaluation criteria. The final row represents holistic evaluation within 
each of these categories. Note that all BA methods generally resulted in improvement 
and the ranking here is only relates to the direct comparison of BA methods with each 
other. For each criteria high and low performance is considered as the 75th and 25th 
percentile of values obtained from the four BA methods.  

Based on the results presented in paper III, the DS method seems to be the 
most balanced method, i.e., showing high performance for different criteria, 
while also being a simple and efficient method to apply. Thus, we chose this 
method for adjustment of future projections and calculating drought indicators 
in paper IV. 
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3.4 Application of a robust climate change impact 
modeling chain to quantify future drought 
propagation (paper IV) 

The chosen drought indices simulated with 10 CMs and bias adjusted with DS 
method project different degrees of future changes in general drought behav-
ior, which depend on the selected RCPs (Figure 14). Projections for the lowest 
radiative forcing (RCP 2.6) generally differ a bit from the more extreme radi-
ative forcings RCP 4.5 and 8.5, while the latter two generally agree on the 
direction of change, but differ in their projected magnitude.  

For RCP 2.6, the SPI indicates a future wetting in central Sweden, which 
implies more precipitation input into the water balance, while a drying is pro-
jected for the far south-western catchments in the Dfb climate and the far 
north-eastern catchments along the Baltic Sea coast (Figure 14a, left). For the 
other two RCPs, the precipitation is projected to increase across the entire 
country, with a stronger increase for RCP 8.5 (Figure 14a). These patterns are 
generally also visible with the SMRI (Figure 14b), although here a more pro-
nounced drying is seen in the northern regions compared to the SPI.  

For the water sector, the decreasing water input implies a drying across the 
entire country, except for five catchments in central Sweden under RCP 2.6 
(Figure 14c, left). For the stronger radiative forcings, the drying is more pro-
nounced and affects all catchments (Figure 14c). For the energy sector, 56% 
of the catchments are projected to experience lower streamflow levels under 
RCP 2.6, while 44% (mainly located in central Sweden) are projected to be-
come wetter. This wetting trend is seen for all catchments across the entire 
country under RCP 4.5 and 8.5 (Figure 14d).  

For the food sector, the signal is not that clear (Figure 14e): Under RCP 
2.6, most catchments in the south and only a few in central and northern Swe-
den are projected to become drier (Figure 14e, left). Those catchments that are 
projected to become drier under RCP 2.6, are projected to become even more 
dry under RCP 4.5 and 8.5. The other catchments show different responses to 
a warming climate, some are projected to become drier, others to become wet-
ter (Figure 14e). For the ecosystem service sector (Figure 14f), the simulations 
under RCP2.6 show similar conditions as for the water sector (i.e., a drying in 
the far South and North), but the patterns diverge for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. 
Here, a wettening is projected instead, with only some drying catchments in 
the far south-eastern parts of the country under RCP8.5. 
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(a) SPI 

(c) WATER: SPEI  

(e) FOOD: RDIe 

(b) SMRI 

 (d) ENERGY: SSFI 

(f) ECOSYSTEMS: NEDI 

Figure 14: Anomalies in average 12-month drought indices for the period 2071-2100 
compared to 1961-2005 (averaged over all months). Yellow to red colors indicate a 
worsening of drought conditions (index becomes more negative), while blue colors 
indicate a wetting (index becomes more positive). 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Transition from univariate to multivariate methods 
(paper I) 

Many hydroclimatic variables are interconnected and have combined socio-
ecological impacts that are disproportionately larger than the sum of their im-
pacts individually (Alizadeh et al., 2020). Studying these variables separately 
may lead to an insufficient characterization of their variability and change, 
and may therefore underestimate their risks (Hao et al., 2018). In line with the 
increasing use of multivariate methods, the application of copula-based anal-
yses has also attracted tremendous interest. The copula concept is particularly 
advantageous, since it allows for constructing a joint distribution of random 
variables without any constraint on their marginal distributions 
(AghaKouchak et al., 2010).  

Despite the growing number of copula studies, practitioners mostly rely on 
the statistical literature, which often focuses on the theoretical foundation 
(e.g., Genest et al., 2009; Genest & Boies, 2003; Joe, 2014; Nelsen, 2006), 
and only a few papers focus on practical challenges encountered in hydrocli-
matic research, including for instance how to explore the dependence between 
variables at various scales, how to pre-treat data to fulfil particular copula as-
sumptions, how to robustly select copula models, or how to validate the fit of 
a copula model to data (e.g., Dupuis, 2007; Genest & Favre, 2007; Schölzel 
& Friederichs, 2008). This thesis bridge this gap and provide a comprehensive 
literature review, aiming to (1) provide a didactic overview of the theoretical 
background of copulas, (2) clarify common perceptions and practices in cop-
ula modeling, and (3) offer clear guidelines and a user-friendly decision sup-
port framework on how to implement copulas. The goal of this research is to 
support researchers and decision makers in using copula modeling, in partic-
ular for studies of hydroclimatic impacts. 

Copula modeling, similar to any other modelling effort, is associated with 
uncertainties (e.g., due to insufficient observations or model structural uncer-
tainty), which propagate into joint probability estimates and other derived in-
ferences (Sadegh et al., 2018). 
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4.2 Existing biases in precipitation, temperature and 
streamflow signatures derived from raw CM 
outputs (paper II and III) 

The raw simulated temperature and precipitation with the 10 CMs used in this 
research showed substantial biases in their univariate, multivariate and tem-
poral characteristics. These biases are mainly caused by imperfect representa-
tions of processes within CMs (Jaeger et al., 2008; Kotlarski et al., 2005; 
Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012, 2010), for instance atmospheric convection, 
cloud-microphysical, and aerosol behavior (IPCC, 2014).  

Raw CM outputs resulted in a somewhat stronger correlation in comparison 
to the observations in several months, but seasonal variations were mostly 
well-reproduced. Stronger dependence may potentially have negative conse-
quences on the simulations of water-cycle components and might result in 
overestimation of extreme events such as droughts or floods (Singh et al., 
2020). Then, adjusting multivariate characteristics is relevant for impact stud-
ies. Biases in the temporal structure of CM outputs series were substantial, 
too. This was also confirmed by previous studies, e.g., Rajczak et al. (2016), 
which also observed substantial overestimation of the frequency of wet days, 
as well as other systematic biases in precipitation persistence over time. This 
can be explained by the lower level of confidence in dynamic aspects of cli-
mate change, such as location and timing of the events (Shepherd, 2019), due 
to fundamental modeling errors in synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation in 
CMs (Addor et al., 2016; Maraun et al., 2017) and also under-representation 
of persistence of atmospheric circulation patterns (Maraun et al., 2021).  

All hydrologic signatures obtained with raw CM outputs have in common 
great raw biases that can exceed the reference values by several times, which 
brings informativeness and potential applicability of such signatures into 
question. 

4.3 Performance of uni- and multivariate BA methods 
on precipitation and temperature (paper II) 

The ability of each BA method to correct CM outputs, strongly depended on 
the climate variable at hand (i.e., temperature or precipitation), the statistical 
feature being corrected and the capability of raw CMs to present that particular 
feature. 

For univariate features of both temperature and precipitation, no clear pat-
tern could be detected as to whether uni- or multivariate BA methods per-
formed better. But we detected similarities in the ability of the distribution-
based methods (DS and copula) to adjust biases, which on average performed 
better than the distribution-free BA methods (QDM and MBCn). 
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For the study sites, adjustments made by the univariate BA methods (DS 
and QDM) typically reproduced the dependence characteristics of uncorrected 
CMs and, thus, were not able to adjust the existing biases considerably. This 
has been also observed by other studies (Cannon, 2018; François et al., 2020; 
Wilcke et al., 2013), and can be explained by the fact that each variable is 
adjusted separately. Slight differences after the application of the univariate 
methods mainly occurred due to the adjustment of drizzle days.  

In contrast, multivariate methods have been shown to be able to adjust de-
pendencies in previous studies (Guo et al., 2020; Li et al., 2014; Piani and 
Haerter, 2012; Singh and Najafi, 2020). However, for the studied Swedish 
catchments, there were fundamental differences between the two multivariate 
methods (i.e., copula and MBCn) and their performance in adjusting correla-
tion or the C-C relation.  

The copula method considerably reduced correlation biases, but at the same 
time the original signal of the raw CMs seemed to vanish completely. Simu-
lations were yielding almost the exact same values for all CMs (denoted by 
exceptionally narrow ranges), but not always accurate, which is shown by 
large MAE values in February, July and October. The reason behind this lies 
in the statistical framework for the application of copulas: in the classic (sta-
tionary) copula framework, the copula parameter -which indicates the strength 
of dependence (Tootoonchi et al., 2022b) - is calculated based on the calibra-
tion period and is considered to be stationary over time (Bárdossy and Pegram, 
2012; François et al., 2020; Tootoonchi et al., 2022b; Vrac and Friederichs, 
2015). By design, the dependence is therefore time-invariant. Vrac (2018) ar-
gued that capturing the baseline dependence structure of temperature and pre-
cipitation during the calibration period might be sufficient even for future pro-
jections as it is mainly bounded by regional constraints. As it can seen from 
the results, considering the magnitude of climate change in the study sites, this 
assumption might not hold for all regions and for all dependence features. In 
fact, Mahony and Cannon (2018) found that globally, the dependence between 
temperature and precipitation may change more significantly in the future. 
This was also the case for the Swedish study sites: We found that dependence 
was specifically modified in southern catchments in warmer months over the 
verification period. Naturally, this alteration of dependence was not reflected 
by the copula method and, consequently, considerable biases appeared in 
some months.  

Another important source of uncertainty in the copula approach is the 
added jittering algorithm that is used to perturb ties, e.g., dry days (Li et al., 
2020; Pappadà et al., 2017; Salvadori et al., 2014). This algorithm may com-
promise the dependence structure, typically in regions where there is a large 
portion of data with ties. This was also the case in southern Sweden, where 
catchments experienced more dry days. Of course, copula can also be adopted 
only on a portion of data, where variables do not have ties (most typically wet 
days).  
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Simulations after application of MBCn showed better agreement with ob-
served correlation and C-C relation than after application of the univariate 
methods. The ability to perform well even in the verification period in combi-
nation with the remaining spread across bias-adjusted CMs indicates that 
MBCn could maintain the climate-change signal projected by the CMs, which 
the copula method was not able to uphold (spread across CMs vanished). This 
is a great advantage of MBCn, which does not make strong stationarity as-
sumptions about climate model (Cannon, 2018), specifically if the raw simu-
lations are preserving dependence plausibly and are in line with changes over 
the two periods.  

Whether or not climatic shifts in multivariate features simulated by raw 
CMs should be preserved needs to be carefully considered based on the study 
at hand, but also depends largely on the performance of the CMs.  Wilcke et 
al., (2013) argued that the ability to maintain the raw CM-simulated depend-
ence structure can be an advantageous because the underlying assumption for 
bias-adjusting CMs is that these models are able to simulate the spatiotem-
poral features of regional climate in a physical correct way. However, the 
same authors also highlight the problem of CM-caused deficiencies in those 
features potentially being retained as well. In line with the latter, several other 
authors argue that BA methods can compensate for such deficiencies and im-
prove the simulated climate-change signal if the model error characteristics 
can be considered stationary (Bellprat et al., 2013; Boberg and Christensen, 
2012; Gobiet et al., 2015). 

The BA methods in this study are not specifically aimed at adjusting tem-
poral behavior of CM outputs and, thus, this aspect of their performance was 
not included in the calibration. Therefore further investigation in these aspects 
can serve as basis for understanding the performance of BA methods (Maraun, 
2016). If the observed temporal behavior of climate variables is fundamentally 
misrepresented by CMs, the BA methods cannot mitigate such errors (Haerter 
et al., 2011; Maraun et al., 2021, 2017). However, our study clearly demon-
strated that all BA methods (even unintentionally) modified the temporal char-
acteristics of CM outputs temperature and precipitation.  

The ability of BA methods to modify temporal behavior has only been dis-
cussed in few studies. For example, Wilcke et al. (2013) found some improve-
ment or no clear effect on autocorrelation in the simulated series of precipita-
tion and temperature using univariate QM for a few stations over Austria and 
Switzerland, while François et al. (2020) found deterioration in autocorrela-
tion of precipitation for the whole France and stated that ‘univariate correc-
tion could have a non-negligible effect on Pearson autocorrelation’. In our 
state, it seemed like some methods were able to reduce biases in autocorrela-
tion of precipitation, while application of DS clearly increased such biases. 
Furthermore modification of cross-correlation after application of any BA 
method, has also been observed in Van de Velde et al. (2020), which was also 
the case in our study where univariate methods resulted in some reduction of 
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errors, while both multivariate methods even inflated biases in cross-correla-
tion.  

Owing to the fact that autocorrelation and cross-correlation are highly af-
fected by the chosen spatiotemporal scales, correct representation of such fea-
tures is not straightforward, and slight modification of time series can have 
huge impacts on both features (François et al., 2020). 

Generally false improvement (i.e., apparent ‘improvement’ that is a mere 
artefact of the bias adjustment) may give the wrong impression of the method 
robustness (Maraun and Widmann, 2018b). For instance, differences between 
autocorrelation of corrected and uncorrected simulations may potentially be a 
combined result of incorrect rank structure of the model (François et al., 2020) 
and the drizzle effect. This is also the case for cross-correlation where its rep-
resentation is affected both by its univariate features as well as chronology of 
the variables. 

The adjustment of drizzle days is, thus, crucial to improve temporal precip-
itation features. In particular, we demonstrated that the adjustment of drizzle 
days as part of all four BA methods applied in our study strongly improved 
the ability to simulate transition probabilities in all study sites.  

Applicability of a bias adjustment method should not only be judged on its 
performance, but also on its complexity – or in other words on the simplicity 
to be implemented.  While MBCn was able to reduce biases in many intricate 
aspects (i.e., multivariate and temporal), it was computationally rather expen-
sive compared to simpler univariate methods and even the advanced copula 
method. This specifically is a drawback when bias adjustment has to be ap-
plied to multiple catchments, CMs, RCPs and variables at the same time. 

4.4 Performance of uni- and multivariate BA methods 
on hydrological signatures (paper III) 

Some studies demonstrated superior performance of the multivariate BA 
methods in specific regions (Singh and Najafi, 2020) or in reproducing spe-
cific components of runoff (Meyer et al., 2019). Other studies detected modest 
performance of the multivariate BA methods that led to deteriorations in the 
hydrological simulations (Van de Velde et al., 2022), or found no substantial 
difference between the performance of uni- and multivariate BA methods 
(Guo et al., 2020; Räty et al., 2018). However, many of these studies analyzed 
only performance measures like Nash-Sutcliffe (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), 
which could provide only limited information on the complex role of BA 
methods in streamflow simulations. Thus, to provide deeper and more detailed 
insights into the effects of BA methods on hydrological modeling results, we 
here used a suite of 16 hydrological signatures that described various stream-
flow characteristics, which in turn represent an integration of the temporal and 
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bivariate aspects of precipitation and temperature at the catchment scale 
(Hakala et al., 2018). Our evaluation in this study was tailored to accommo-
date concepts of accuracy and precision, which were here applied to bias-ad-
justed model simulations. Accuracy was represented by low average biases 
and high frequency of improvement (in comparison to raw CM outputs), while 
precision was represented by low values of variance across CMs and catch-
ments. 

Based on our holistic evaluation of performance of the BA methods in all 
studied Swedish catchments, we found no considerable differences between 
the accuracy of uni- and multivariate BA methods. The multivariate methods 
performed similarly to their univariate counterparts both in reducing biases 
and in the frequency of improvement. The only noticeable difference was the 
higher frequency of improvement by multivariate methods in winter flows, 
compared to the univariate ones. Larger dissimilarities were, however, de-
tected between distribution-based and distribution-free methods. Distribution-
based methods consistently resulted in lower MAEs and higher frequency of 
improvement, except for the signatures representing temporal aspects (i.e., 
COMt or timing of minimum and maximum flows). This might be attributed 
to their poorer performance in reproducing temporal features of climate vari-
ables, i.e., cross- (copula) and autocorrelation (DS) in the precipitation and 
temperature series (Tootoonchi et al., 2022a). These features might result in 
an improperly reproduced “chronology” in these series, which reflects in tim-
ings of simulated streamflow series and, consequently, in these signatures.  

Robust BA methods are expected to consistently reduce biases in simulated 
streamflows and hydrological signatures, i.e., to demonstrate high precision 
by yielding low variability in biases across signatures, CMs or catchments, 
including different hydroclimatic regimes (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012). 
Application of all four BA methods generally reduced the variability in biases 
across both CMs and catchments in comparison to raw biases. The distribu-
tion-based methods showed lower variability across CMs, meaning that dis-
tribution-based methods (especially copula), are less “sensitive” to the selec-
tion of CMs. The lowest variability was obtained with copula, which almost 
cancelled out any variability across CMs in many signatures. Although this 
can be considered to be an appealing property of the copula method, it also 
gives rise to concerns that in this way signals in raw CM outputs are com-
pletely concealed, which might result in loss of information offered by CMs 
(Cannon, 2018; Maraun, 2016). 

On the contrary, copula had the highest variability across catchments, while 
the distribution-free BA methods generally showed lower variability. This in 
turn suggests that the performance of distribution-free approaches in repro-
ducing hydrological signatures is less sensitive to hydroclimatic or other prop-
erties of catchments. This outcome was further confirmed by dividing the 
catchments into two distinct groups that represent snowmelt-driven (northern) 
and rainfall-driven (southern) streamflow regimes. Indeed, distribution-based 
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methods in the southern catchments performed poorly in reducing biases in 
timing-related signatures and even inflated the biases in timing of 1-day an-
nual maxima. In general, the exact timing of extreme precipitation is typically 
not accurately captured in CM simulations (Lind et al., 2020). This can impair 
the predictably of extreme streamflows in southern catchments, where floods 
are mainly generated by heavy and/or prolonged rainfall events. In contrast, 
high flows in the northern catchments are better simulated by the modelling 
chain, as they mostly depend on the snow accumulation over a period of sev-
eral months, during which the exact timing of precipitation events is of less 
importance. We here found that catchments with typically thin snowpacks (lo-
cated in the southwest of Sweden) are at particular risk of large biases in the 
timing of flood peaks, mostly because slight melting might entirely diminish 
the snowpack in these catchments, which then causes the flood peaks to be-
come entirely rainfall-dependent, and to potentially shift to a different season. 

The separate evaluation of the BA methods in the northern and southern 
catchments also shed light on the added value of application of the multivari-
ate methods. For example, the multivariate methods were showed superior in 
the cold winter season in representation of all signatures depicting low flows 
in the northern snowmelt-driven catchments. Apparently, in these snowmelt-
driven environments, the dependence between precipitation and temperature 
distinguishes between liquid precipitation and snow (Meyer et al., 2019), and 
snowmelt timing defines runoff generation, which consequently influences the 
seasonal cycle of streamflow. Therefore, multivariate bias-adjustment meth-
ods, such as copula and MBCn, both of which perform quite well in reproduc-
ing the dependence between precipitation and temperature (Tootoonchi et al., 
2022a), also shine in the reproduction of low-flow signatures in these regions. 

With global warming causing shorter snow duration, less snow accumula-
tion on the ground and earlier snowmelt onset (Addor et al., 2014; Coppola et 
al., 2018; Klein et al., 2016; Ye and Cohen, 2013), the magnitude of high flows 
are expected to drastically decrease  (Hakala et al., 2020), resulting in lower 
streamflows after a normal snowmelt period, and causing so-called warm 
snow season droughts (Van Loon and Van Lanen, 2012). Such changes may 
have considerable negative impacts on the environment, e.g., by jeopardizing 
aquatic life and impeding sediment transport. Northern Sweden (Perers et al., 
2007) also hosts many hydropower plants, which require reliable operational 
low flow forecasts, at both short and long time scales for their optimal func-
tionality (Abgottspon and Andersson, 2016; Boucher and Ramos, 2018), or 
assessment of required environmental flows (Gain et al., 2013). Shifting hy-
drological regimes require adaptation of farming practices to mitigate risks of 
loss in crops (Cervantes-Godoy et al., 2014). Thus, even slight improvements 
in accuracy of low-flow forecasts and/or projections by applying the multivar-
iate BA methods may prevent considerable ecological and financial losses in 
these regions. For riparian studies that analyze 30-day annual maxima, which 
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are essential for assessment of riparian forest patch persistence, distribution-
based BA methods were proven superior in this study.  

In rainfall-driven southern catchments, multivariate methods did not 
demonstrate any distinct superiority in performance. The univariate DS 
method even outperformed other three method, closely followed by copula. 
Therefore, greater reduction in biases in the south was obtained by BA meth-
ods that adjust well univariate and temporal features of precipitation 
(Tootoonchi et al., 2022a). Good performance was obtained in reproducing 
annual maxima and minima of different durations in these catchments. These 
results suggest that application of distribution-based methods is preferred for 
studies aimed at e.g., flood hazard or flood risk assessment, or design of water 
intakes and estimation of environmental flows. Although not directly tested in 
their study, this outcome was already suspected by Zscheischler et al. (2019), 
who argued that in cases of (1) two climate variables not being strongly cor-
related, or (2) the process of interest (e.g., rainfall-driven floods) being pre-
dominantly depend on one climate variable, the impact of adjusting depend-
ence might be of less importance, compared to the proper representation of 
the most influential climate variable.  

4.5 Application of climate change impact modeling 
chain to quantify future drought propagation (paper 
IV) 

Using an ensemble of 10 CMs bias adjusted with DS method in combination 
with the hydrological HBV-light model, we provide projections of a variety 
of distinguished drought indices that represent the four sectors water, energy, 
food and ecosystem services. These sectors are intrinsically connected within 
the complex WEFE nexus. Our results suggest that the total water input to the 
water balance in the form of precipitation will increase in a future climate, 
especially under stronger climate forcings. However, droughts are affected by 
a number of hydrological processes that are influenced by global warming 
(Wu et al., 2022). Thus, the SPI alone is not informative enough for all nexus 
sectors, and temperature-sensitive hydrological processes such as evaporation, 
snow-rain partitioning, snow accumulation and snowmelt should not be ne-
glected as they will strongly influence the seasonal availability of water. For 
example, including a snowmelt component as suggested by Staudinger et al. 
(2014) mostly influences the drought projections for the summer months in 
northern Sweden, where seasonal snowmelt patterns are expected to shift in a 
future climate. 

For the food sector, the change signal in a future climate is not consistent. 
Especially in central and northern Sweden, some catchments are projected to 
feature wetter and other drier conditions for agriculture. These findings have 
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implications for agricultural management, especially for ditching (draining the 
landscape) and irrigation (watering the landscape). Thus, more research is 
needed to understand the underlying causes and potential links to catchments 
properties and local hydrological processes.  

The energy sector, which in Sweden mostly relates to the production of 
hydropower and availability of streamflow for cooling purposes, seems to be 
an exception among all four studied nexus sectors. Here a transition of catch-
ments in central and northern Sweden from snow-melt dominated to rainfall-
driven streamflow regimes provides a seasonally more balanced availability 
of water, which is expected to be mostly beneficial in a changing climate (Van 
Vliet et al., 2013). 

It is, however, important to also consider the spatial distribution and local 
clustering of particular sectors. For instance, in Sweden, most of the hydro-
power is produced in northern regions, where catchments are especially sen-
sitive to warming temperatures and shifts in snow dynamics. In contrast, ara-
ble land and most of the agriculture are predominantly located in southern 
Sweden, which are regions prone to increasing evaporation rates as well as 
water demands by humans (consumption) and vegetation. The water supply 
and ecosystem services sectors are spread across the entire country, but here 
it might also be worth to consider population distributions as densely-popu-
lated areas suffer from higher pressures on the available water resources 
(Henrichs and Alcamo, 2001). 
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5 Concluding remarks 

This thesis includes a set of studies that are meant to advance research on 
application of uni- and multivariate methods for reducing uncertainties in cli-
mate change impact studies. More specifically, the goal of this work was to 
provide an in-depth overview to one of the prominent tools in climate change 
studies, copula approach (paper I), quantify the performance of various BA 
methods on reduction of biases for precipitation and temperature (paper II) as 
well as simulated hydrologic signatures (paper III), and finally, by employing 
the most robust BA method, use a modeling chain to assess drought propaga-
tion across Sweden (paper IV).  

The main conclusions of the thesis are as follows:  
 
Guidance on adopting copula modeling: In light of the growing interest in 
copulas for practice-oriented hydroclimatic applications, this thesis provides 
an overview of the state-of-the-art of using copulas and highlights necessary 
requirements, statistical assumptions and limitations. Four common steps for 
practice-oriented studies were identified: (1) Exploratory analysis of spatio-
temporal controls of dependence (2) pre-treatment of data (3) copula model 
choice and parameter estimation, and (4) goodness-of-fit evaluation. 
 
Ability of various BA methods to reduce biases in precipitation and tem-
perature: Biases in raw CM outputs of precipitation and temperature were 
substantial and required some form of adjustment. 

While all selected BA methods generally improved various aspects of the 
raw climate signal, there was not a single method that was consistently able to 
adjust all characteristics and outperform all other methods. In some instances, 
BA methods even inflated existing biases. 

For adjusting univariate characteristics of both temperature and precipita-
tion, distribution-based univariate method (DS), outperformed the other dis-
tribution-free univariate method (QDM). Between the two multivariate meth-
ods, MBCn was rather superior, as it performed similar to copula in reducing 
biases in multivariate features, but did not severely distort temporal properties.  
 
Ability of various BA methods to reduce biases in hydrologic signatures: 
The results elucidate that the application of BA methods is crucial and still an 
essential step for hydroclimatic impact studies, and that simulation outputs 
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(specifically, hydrological signatures) for water resources management 
strongly depend on the selection of a specific method. However, no method 
was proved to be superior for all signatures and according to all evaluation 
criteria considered in this study. For Nordic catchments, in most cases the 
simple and straightforward univariate DS method is the best choice as it has 
the highest potential to robustly reduce biases across a variety of signatures.  

Application of the multivariate methods (copula or MBCn) might be worth 
the additional efforts only in snowmelt-driven catchments or for particular 
purposes that require correct timing of high- or low flows.  

The multivariate methods tested in this study were, however, rather com-
plex. Therefore, prior to adopting these methods, other practical aspects, such 
as computational time and heavy theoretical requirements should be consid-
ered. 
 
Consequences of robust modeling chains for subsequent impact studies: 
Based on the results obtained from paper II and III, the DS method was em-
ployed to adjust biases in CM outputs that were used for hydrological simula-
tions to further analyse various drought indices relevant for the WEFE sectors 
by the end of the century in Sweden. Different patterns in the response of the 
four nexus sectors water, energy, food and ecosystem services to future cli-
mate change emerged, with different response times and drought durations 
across the four sectors.  

These findings are, however, subjected to various uncertainties due to the 
choice of RCPs, choice of CMs, and parametrization of the hydrological 
model. Additionally, the choice of BA method may further introduce uncer-
tainties. While DS was chosen in this thesis as the best compromise between 
robust performance  (across the majority of catchments) and easy application, 
simulations with multivariate methods would have likely resulted in slightly 
different drought propagation across different sectors, especially considering 
the advantage of multivariate methods for low-flow simulations in snow-dom-
inated catchments. One step forward could be to consider applying specific 
BA methods for different streamflow regimes. But such an approach would 
require additional information about various processes and might compromise 
the comparability of the results among different regions. 
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6 Future research                                                             

The quantification of uncertainties in the climate change impact modeling 
chain and advancement of methods to reduce such uncertainties, is still ongo-
ing. The findings in this thesis brought up new questions, serving as building 
blocks to push this research one step further. I see several potential future 
paths that I grouped into four categories as follows: 
 
Method development: While the application of multivariate BA methods has 
progressively enhanced, this thesis highlighted some of the existing chal-
lenges such as the stationarity assumption of copulas (which also applies to 
the other BA methods), and undesired modifications of the temporal proper-
ties.  

To overcome the issue of stationary copula parameters in an ever evolving 
world of non-stationary processes, non-stationary algorithms such as dynamic 
copulas (Rakonczai et al., 2012; van den Goorbergh et al., 2005) can be 
adopted, but the added uncertainty of these methods and the challenging math-
ematical requisites to employ such algorithms are likely to impact their ap-
plicability, specifically for practical climate change studies. 

To mitigate unintended modifications of temporal properties, Vrac & Thao 
(2020) relatively recently introduced a flexible shuffling algorithm that rear-
ranges the bias-adjusted variables to match the ranks of the reference data set 
during calibration. They, however, also highlighted that in the context of im-
pact studies further evaluations are needed to find optimal temporal reference 
characteristics at different locations. 
 
Analytical studies: In this thesis, the hypothesis that retaining the dependence 
structure between bias adjusted variables results in general better reproduction 
of hydroclimatic signatures (paper II and III) was tested. Another step forward 
can be to quantify the importance of univariate, multivariate and temporal 
properties of precipitation and temperature for construction of different signa-
tures within various streamflow regimes. To this end, a starting point could be 
the assessment of correlations between various features of precipitation and 
temperature, and streamflow signatures (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Preliminary analysis: Spearman correlation between multivariate or tem-
poral features of observed precipitation and temperature, and the simulated stream-
flow signatures within all catchments, over the period of 1961-2004. 

BA methods are not the only source of uncertainty in climate change impact 
studies. As a result, the contribution of other sources of uncertainties, i.e., se-
lection and parametrization of CMs and selection and parametrization of hy-
drologic models, to the overall uncertainty of the climate impact modeling 
chain can further be investigated. Although previously some efforts have been 
made to shed light to such uncertainties (e.g., in Addor et al., 2014; Dobler et 
al., 2012, Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012), new up-to-date assessments would 
be required to also include newly developed BA methods.  
 
In this study, only the BA method that performed best for the majority of the 
analyzed catchments was used to characterize future droughts in Sweden. 
However, it is worth assessing if the application of other BA methods would 
alter the projected future impacts, not only for droughts but also for other hy-
droclimatic events and further investigate the implications of BA methods for 
decision making (Malek et al., 2022).  
 
Comparative studies:  To further validate the current research findings, sim-
ilar analyses should be performed for different types of catchments in other 
locations of the world. In this thesis, differences were found in the perfor-
mance of bias adjustment methods between snowmelt- and rainfall-driven 
catchments in northern Europe. It might be possible, that additional perfor-
mance differences can be detected in other climate conditions or hydrological 
streamflow regimes. Furthermore, newer versions of CMs (i.e., CIMP6) or 
convection permitting climate models could also be used in such analyses to 
see how BA methods perform in relation to biases in their simulations. Addi-
tionally, such research can also be conducted on future climate projections 
using a pseudo-reality approach (as performed e.g., in Berg et al. (2022) or 
Räty et al. (2018)). 
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Impact-based studies: When studying extreme events such as droughts or 
floods, one can go beyond probability-based. To do so, a storyline approach 
can be adopted where a physically self-consistent unfolding of past events or 
of plausible future events or pathways (Shepherd et al., 2018) is identified. In 
this approach emphasis is placed on understanding the involved driving fac-
tors and on the plausibility of those factors (Shepherd, 2019). 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Denna avhandling inkluderar en uppsättning studier som är avsedda att främja 
forskning om tillämpning av uni- och multivariata metoder för att minska osä-
kerheter i klimatförändringskonsekvensstudier. Mer specifikt var målet med 
detta arbete att ge en fördjupad översikt över ett av de framträdande verktygen 
i klimatförändringsstudier, copula-metoden (artikel I), kvantifiera prestandan 
hos olika biasjusterings-metoder för att minska klimatmodellernas systema-
tiska avvikelser från observerad nederbörd och temperatur (artikel II) samt 
deras konsekvenser för simulerade hydrologiska signaturer (artikel III). Slut-
ligen, genom att använda den mest robusta biasjusteringsmetoden, använda en 
modelleringskedja för att bedöma torkans utbredning över Sverige (artikel 
IV). 
Avhandlingens viktigaste slutsatser är: 
Vägledning om att använda copula-modellering: I ljuset av det växande 
intresset för copulas för praxisorienterade hydroklimatiska tillämpningar, ger 
denna avhandling en översikt över det senaste uppfinningar inom användning 
av copulas samt belyser dess nödvändiga krav, statistiska antagande och be-
gränsningar. Fyra vanliga steg för praktikinriktade studier identifierades: (1) 
Explorativ analys av tidsmässiga och rumsliga faktorer som påverkar det stat-
istiska beroendet mellan variabler (2) förbehandling av data (3) val av copu-
lamodell och parameteruppskattning och (4) goodness-of-fit-utvärdering. 
 
Olika biasjusteringsmetodernas förmåga att minska systematiska avvi-
kelser från observerad nederbörd och temperatur: Klimatmodellernas 
systematiska avvikelser från observerad nederbörd och temperatur var bety-
dande och krävde någon form av justering. 
Medan alla utvalda biasjusteringsmetoder generellt sett förbättrade olika 
aspekter av klimatsignalen, fanns det inte en enda metod som kunde justera 
alla egenskaper och överträffa alla andra metoder på ett konsekvent sätt. Dess-
utom ökade vissa biasjusteringsmetoder de befintliga avvikelserna. 
Distribution-scaling (DS), en univariat metod som justerar en variabels hela 
fördelningsfunktion, överträffade den fördelningsfria univariata metoden 
(QDM) när det gällde justeringen av univariata egenskaper av både temperatur 
och nederbörd. Utav de två multivariata metoderna var MBCn ganska över-
lägsen, eftersom den presterade på liknande sätt som copulametoden gjorde 
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för att minska systematiska avvikelser i multivariata egenskaper, men utan att 
försämra de tidsmässiga egenskaper. 
 
Olika biasjusteringsmetodernas förmågan att minska systematiska avvi-
kelser från observerad hydrologiska signaturer: Resultaten klargör att till-
lämpningen av biasjusteringsmetoder är avgörande och fortfarande ett väsent-
ligt steg för hydroklimatiska inverkansstudier samt att simuleringsresultat 
(särskilt hydrologiska signaturer) för vattenresurser förvaltningsplaneringen 
är starkt beroende av metodensval. Ingen metod visade sig vara överlägsen för 
alla signaturer, inte heller utifrånalla utvärderingskriterier som beaktades i 
denna studie. För nordiska upptagningsområden är i de flesta fall den enkla 
och okomplicerade univariata DS-metoden det bästa valet eftersom den har 
den högsta potentialen att kraftigt reducera fördomar över en mängd olika sig-
naturer. 
Det visar sig att tillämpning av de multivariata metoderna (copula eller 
MBCn) kan endast vara användbar i snösmältningsdrivna avrinningsområden 
eller för särskilda ändamål som dessutom kräver korrekt tidpunkt för höga 
eller låga flöden. 
De multivariata metoderna som testades i denna studie var dock ganska kom-
plicerade. Innan man använder dessa metoder bör därför andra praktiska 
aspekter, såsom beräkningstid och tunga teoretiska krav, övervägas. 
 
Konsekvenser av robusta modelleringskedjor för efterföljande konse-
kvensstudier: Baserat på resultaten från artikel II och III användes DS-meto-
den för att justera biaserna i Klimatmodellernas -utdata använt för hydrolo-
giska simuleringar med målet att ytterligare analysera olika torkaindex som är 
relevanta för WEFE-sektorerna i Sverige vid seklets slut, olika mönster i re-
aktionen från de fyra nexussektorerna - vatten, energi, livsmedel och eko-
systemtjänster på framtida klimatförändringar uppstod, med olika svarstider 
och torka varaktigheter. 
Dessa resultat är dock utsatta för olika osäkerheter på grund av valet av RCP, 
val av Klimatmodellernas och parametrisering av den hydrologiska modellen. 
Dessutom kan valet av biasjustering-metoden ytterligare införa osäkerheter. 
Även om DS valdes i denna avhandling som den bästa kompromissen mellan 
robust prestanda (i de flesta avrinningsområden) och enkel tillämpning, skulle 
simuleringar med multivariata metoder sannolikt ha resulterat i olika utbred-
ningar av torkan inom olika sektorer, särskilt med tanke på fördelen med mul-
tivariata metoder för lågflödessimuleringar i snödominerade avrinningsområ-
den. Ett framsteg skulle kunna vara att överväga att tillämpa specifika biasju-
steringsmetoder för olika strömflödesregimer. Men ett sådant tillvägagångs-
sätt skulle kräva ytterligare information om olika processer och kan riskera 
jämförbarheten av resultaten mellan olika regioner. 
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